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Abstract
Predicting investors reactions to financial and political news is important for the early detection of stock market jitters. Evidence from several recent studies suggests that online social media could improve prediction of stock market movements. However, utilizing such information to predict strong stock market fluctuations has not been explored so far.

In this work, we propose a novel event detection method on Twitter, tailored to detect financial and political events that influence a specific stock market. The proposed approach applies a bursty topic detection method on a stream of tweets related to finance or politics followed by a classification process which filters-out events that do not influence the examined stock market. We train our classifier to recognise real events by using solely information about stock market volatility, without the need of manual labeling. We model Twitter events as feature vectors that encompass a rich variety of information, such as the geographical distribution of tweets, their polarity, information about their authors as well as information about bursty words associated with the event. We show that utilizing only information about tweets polarity, like most previous studies, results in wasting important information. We apply the proposed method on high-frequency intra-day data from the Greek and Spanish stock market and we show that our financial event detector successfully predicts most of the stock market jitters.
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1 Introduction
Predicting investors reactions to financial and political news is important for the early detection of stock market jitters. Evidence from several recent studies suggests that online social media could improve prediction of stock market movements [1, 2, 3]. However, utilizing such information to predict strong stock market fluctuations has not been explored so far.

We propose a novel framework for detecting financial events on Twitter that impact a specific stock market. The proposed financial event detector (FED) monitors the arrival rates of individual words in a stream of tweets and records an event when an unusual burst is detected. For each event we create a feature vector containing information such as the number and type of words with unusual increase on their arrival rates, the volume and the polarity of the related tweets as well as geographical characteristics of the tweets and information about their authors. Then, we exploit stock market data in order to train a classifier to recognize as positive events that influence stock market and as negative events with minimum or no impact. Thus, our method is trained to detect financial or political events that cause fluctuations on a specific stock market. Our method does not require any manual events labeling. Instead, we create a training set by labeling as positive...
event vectors that co-occur with large movements on the examined stock market and as negative all the other vectors. Our classifier is updated dynamically: after a new event (from the remaining set) is classified, the true event label is learned by examining its impact on the stock market and the classifier is re-trained accordingly.

Typically, social media information is modeled as one-dimensional time-series, describing the evolution of a feature, such as tweets polarity or volume, over time. However, we show here that using a single feature to model Twitter data results in wasting important information. For example, negative criticism about an educational or health system reform could be a popular topic within a country and result in bursts of tweets with negative sentiment; nevertheless it will probably have minimum or no impact on the stock market. On the other hand, news related to financial or political instability would probably be commented by a larger number of different people and may have more global interest. Consequently, features such as the number and the profile of different users discussing a topic, the geographical characteristics of tweets (i.e. whether the topic of interest is discussed locally or globally) as well as the individual bursty words associated with each event may contain important information. Thus, instead of arbitrarily selecting a single feature for representing Twitter information, we apply feature selection in order to find an optimal subset of features that can be used to identify vectors reflecting important information about the examined stock market. We support our argument by comparing the proposed FED method with a modified version that uses single-feature vectors, which contain only information about events sentiment.

We apply the proposed framework on the detection of events that influence the Greek and Spanish stock market for the period of 8 months. More specifically, we collect Twitter data by tracking terms related to the European crisis and we examine the impact of detected events on intraday returns of the ATHEX and IBEX stock market indexes. We select these two markets given the fact that several events that influenced them took place recently. Moreover, the number of truly global companies quoted in them is fairly limited and, therefore, it is possible to identify and assess national events that might affect them. We show that the proposed method achieves up to 74% and 68% F1 scores on the detection of Twitter events that influence ATHEX and IBEX indexes respectively. Moreover, we apply a general-purpose state-of-the-art event detector on our Twitter dataset and we demonstrate that such approaches fail to recognize events which influence stock market. It is also worth noting that one of our key design goals is to minimize the use of thresholds. In fact, we are aware that the choice of their values might be difficult and, for this reason, our aim is to propose a solution that relies on a minimal number of them. We discuss criteria for the choice of the values of the thresholds, also considering their impact on the overall performance of our approach.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss related work on both event detection on Twitter and on its influence on the stock market. In Section 3 we present the proposed financial event detector and in Section 4 we demonstrate the performance of the method on the ATHEX and IBEX stock market indexes in comparison with a general-purpose event detector and a sentiment-based financial event detector. Additionally, we demonstrate the dependence between Twitter events and stock market jitters by conducting a mutual information analysis. Finally, in Section 5 we summarize the findings of our work.
2 Related Work

2.1 Event Detection on Twitter
Detecting emerging topics with wide interest on Twitter has recently gained the attention of researchers and practitioners. The main approach that is followed is the detection of *bursty* terms (i.e., words or segments that their frequency on the twitter stream experiences some unusual pattern during a specific time period) followed by a grouping of these terms based on their content similarity or similarities on their arrival patterns. For example, in [4] the authors extract a set of *emerging* terms from the twitter stream by assigning weights to each term based on its frequency as well as the *importance* of twitter users who use it and keeping only the highest weighted terms. The *emerging* terms are grouped together by examining their co-occurrence on the same tweets. EDCoW [5] constitutes also a representative example of this category of event detectors. EDCoW performs a wavelet transformation on the frequencies of words and it uses *vanishing* auto-correlations to eliminate words that do not experience any irregularities on their arrival rates. Afterwards, it creates a graph by using the pairwise correlations among the words wavelets and applies a modularity-based graph partitioning in order to group the words to events. On the same direction, TopicSketch [6] monitors the acceleration of words and pairs of words in order to early detect bursty topics. Twevent [7] proposes the use of word segments instead of single words and detects bursty words by examining the word segments frequency and the number of different users that report these segments. Then, word segments are grouped by examining the content similarity among them.

Other projects focus on detecting events of a specific type. For example, authors in [8] detect local social events by monitoring microblogging activity in geographical regions and reporting any unusual activity. Moreover, in [9] a system for detecting real world events in real-time along with the geographical location of the event is presented. The system uses keywords to detect specific event types. Authors present a case study for earthquakes detection.

Our work substantially differs from the existing event detectors, since our objective is the detection of events that influence a specific stock market rather than the detection of events in general or events of a specific type (e.g., financial events). Thus, our system does not consider real world financial or political incidents that do not impact the examined stock market as *true* events.

2.2 Social Media Influence On Stock Market
Recently, several studies have shown that information posted on social media or, in general, from web-related sources such as search engines volumes, influences stock market prices [10, 3, 11]. Most studies extract a sentiment index reflecting the general pessimism or optimism of tweets and they demonstrate the relationship of this index with the prices of trading assets by conducting correlation analysis [2, 12], Granger causality analysis [1] or multivariate regression analysis [3, 13, 14]. Moreover, in [15] the authors train a classifier to predict daily up and down movements of tech companies traded assets using as features the sentiment of relevant tweets and the degree of stock market confidence.

All of the above-mentioned studies attempt either to predict stock market movements or prove a causal link between stock market and social media. Here, we tackle
a different problem: we use social media in order to detect financial/political events that influence stock market. We also show that tweets polarity, which has mainly been used by previous studies, does not fully reflect all the significant information of social media.

3 Financial Event Detector

In this section we describe the components of our financial event detector (FED). Our event detection process is comprised by the following steps:

1. **Bursty Words Detection.** The arrival rate of each word in a stream of tweets is estimated and a set of bursty words is extracted.

2. **Events Feature Vectors Extraction.** The bursty words as well as information extracted from tweets containing these bursty words (such as information related to tweets polarity, geographical distribution and users characteristics) are used to create feature vectors that represent events.

3. **Events Filtering.** All the detected Twitter events are not necessarily related to stock market jitters. We use stock market data to train a classifier to recognize which event feature vectors do have an impact on the stock market.

Our financial event detector is trained for a specific stock market. The initial labeled training set is created by utilizing solely stock market data, without the need of manual labeling, and the classifier is updated dynamically.

3.1 Bursty Words Detection

In order to detect bursty topics on a stream of tweets we apply a feature-based event detection method, according to which the arrival rate of each word/feature contained in each tweet is modeled as an inhomogeneous Poisson process. Let us denote by $N_w$ the number of occurrences of each word $w$ in the collection of tweets.

We estimate the arrival rate $\lambda_w(t)$ of word $w$ in the collection of tweets as follows:

$$
\lambda_w(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} f_\Delta(t-t_i)
$$

where $t_i$ the time that the $i^{th}$ tweet containing the word $w$ was posted and $f_\Delta$ a Gaussian kernel of bandwidth $\Delta$. We characterize a word $w$ as bursty during a specific time interval by applying thresholds both on the rate of the word $\lambda_w(t)$ and on the slope $\lambda'_w(t)$ of its rate. In detail, a word $w$ which was not bursty at time $t - 1$ will be bursty at time $t$ if $\lambda_w(t) > T_R$ and $\lambda'_w(t) > T_S$, for some threshold values $T_R, T_S > 0$. A word $w$ bursty at time $t$ will not be bursty at time $t' > t$ if $\lambda_w(t') < T_R$. Hence, we examine only the rate of the word in order to change its status from bursty to normal since, even if the acceleration of the rate of a previously characterized bursty word is low, the word should still be considered as bursty if it has a sufficiently high arrival rate. The rate of each word is re-computed dynamically every time that a tweet containing that word is posted.

By applying a threshold on the word rates, we detect words with significant popularity (i.e. high rate) within a time-period, while by applying a threshold on the rate slope we avoid considering as bursty words which are popular most of the
time. We use the same thresholds for all the words instead of creating word-specific thresholds based on historical rates. In this way, we not only reduce the number of free parameters but also avoid considering as bursty words which occur a relatively small number of times during a period while they previously had zero or very low rate.

3.2 Events Feature Vectors Extraction

An event on Twitter at time \( t \) will exist if there is at least one bursty word at time \( t \). We represent events as time-dependent feature vectors (a detailed description of the features is presented at section 3.2.1). Only one event feature vector can be active during any time \( t \). Hence, if more than one Twitter events co-occur, they will all be associated with the same feature vector and all bursty words describing these events will comprise different features of the vector. An event starts when a bursty word is detected and it is updated dynamically every time a significant change on its characteristics occurs. Thus, multiple feature vectors may be created for the same event. In order to avoid unnecessary overhead we do not update an event every time an insignificant change occurs in any of the feature values. Instead, we consider that a significant change on the overall arrival rate of all the words that are associated with the event indicates a noteworthy change on the volume and characteristics of tweets and therefore, the event features need to be re-estimated. We consider an increase in the overall arrival rate of words to be significant if it is at least 10% of the previous value. Thus, if \( W \) the set of bursty words associated with an event, a new feature vector for the same event that had its last update at time \( t_1 \) will be created at time \( t_2 \) if:

\[
\sum_{w \in W} \lambda_w(t_2) > 1.1 \cdot \sum_{w \in W} \lambda_w(t_1) \tag{2}
\]

The feature vector that corresponds to the most recent event update is created so that it represents the strongest version of the event. More formally, denote by:

- \( E_{t_s}(t) \) the event started at time \( t_s \) and updated at time \( t \),
- \( f_i(t) \) the \( i^{th} \) feature of the feature vector \( E_{t_s}(t) \),
- \( N \) the number of features,
- \( T_u \) the set of the timestamps at which the event \( E_{t_s} \) has been updated and \( t_l \in T_u \) the last time that the event has been updated.

Then, the feature vector \( E_{t_s}(t_l) \) is estimated as follows:

\[
E_{t_s}(t_l) = \{ \max_{t \in T_u} f_1(t), \max_{t \in T_u} f_2(t), ... \max_{t \in T_u} f_N(t) \} \tag{3}
\]

The rational behind this idea is that events need to be detected as early as possible, thus the conditions for creating an event should be relatively 'soft'. However, an initially weak event may become stronger later and consequently the initial feature vector will not fully represent the strength of the event. On the other hand, if an event occurs when the stock market is closed, its strength may decrease by the time the stock market opens. Nevertheless, a reaction of the stock market to the news is still expected. Thus, we decided to update an event only when its strength has
increased. The event will be considered *inactive* when all the words associated with it are not bursty any more. In order to avoid storing obsolete information in the feature vectors, we do not allow events to be active for more than 24 hours.

The process of event detection and update is summarized in Figure 1. In detail, we check for new tweets every $\Delta t$ seconds and we update the rate functions of all the words that are contained in the new tweets. Then, the current set of bursty words is updated accordingly (i.e. words which are not bursty any more are removed from the set and new words which are bursty at the current time are added). While the set of bursty words is empty, we check for new tweets every $\Delta t$ seconds until at least one word contained in the tweets becomes bursty. Then, if there is no active event (i.e. the set of bursty words was empty $\Delta t$ seconds before) we create a new event (i.e. a new feature vector $E_t(t)$, where $t$ the current time). If there is an active event and 24 hours have elapsed since its start time, the current event is inactivated and a new event is created; otherwise, we create a new feature vector, as described in equation 3, if the condition of equation 2 is met.

![Figure 1: Event Detection Process.](image)

### 3.2.1 Features Description

The feature vectors include information about the bursty words that are associated with the event, the tweets polarity and geographical distribution and the reputation and popularity of tweets authors. Instead of using a separate feature for each bursty word, we create categories of words that usually refer to the same subject by estimating the correlation between the words rates. Words with highly correlated rates (i.e. similar arrival patterns) may refer to the same subject [5]. We group words by performing hierarchical clustering, where the ‘distance’ between two words $w_1$, $w_2$ with correlation coefficient $c_{w_1,w_2}$ is equal to $1 - c_{w_1,w_2}$. The event $E_{t_s}(t)$ started at time $t_s$ will be described by the following features at time $t$: ...
• the maximum number of bursty words of each category of words that have been bursty from the start of the event \( t_s \) until time \( t \). We denote by \( W_i(t) \) the set of bursty words of the \( i \)-th category from time \( t_s \) until time \( t \) and with \( |W_i(t)| \) the number of elements in the set. Thus, there is one feature \( |W_i(t)| \) for each category \( i \) of words.

- the maximum bursty word rate in each word category \( i \): \( R_i(t) = \max_{w \in W_i(t)} \max_{t_s \leq t' \leq t} \lambda_w(t') \)

- the maximum bursty word rate: \( R(t) = \max_{i \leq N} R_i(t) \).

- the maximum bursty word rate slope: \( S(t) = \max_{i \leq N} \max_{w \in W_i(t)} \max_{t_s \leq t' \leq t} \frac{d}{dt} \lambda_w(t') \).

- the number of verified users \( V(t) \) that have posted a tweet which contains at least one bursty word from the start of the event until time \( t \), normalized by the number of tweets \(^1\). Verified accounts are, according to Twitter, highly sought users in interest areas including government, politics, journalism, business, etc., and thus include authenticated accounts of the key players in major political and economic events.

- the average number of followers \( F_{AVG}(t) \) of users who have posted a tweet containing at least one bursty word. The number of followers of a Twitter user is an indication of the impact his/her tweets may have.

- the maximum number of followers \( F_{MAX}(t) \) between all the users who have posted a tweet which contains at least one bursty word.

- the geographical distance from the examined stock market location \( D_{AVG} \) of users who have posted a tweet associated with the event.

- the weighted average distance from the examined stock market location \( D_{WAVG} \): calculated as \( D_{AVG} \), but this time each user is weighted by the corresponding proportion of the followers, i.e. the number of her followers normalized by the total number of all users followers.

- the location dispersion \( L(t) \) of the users who have posted a tweet associated with the event. The location dispersion is an indication of whether the topic is discussed mainly locally or whether there is a general interest for the event globally. It is calculated using the coefficient of variation (i.e. the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean) of the distance from the event centre, among all event tweets.

- the sentiment strength index \( SSI(t) \). We use SentiStrength \(^{[16]}\) in order to estimate the positivity and negativity index of the tweets that are associated with the event, and calculate the tweet sentiment strength index as the sum of these two indices. The event sentiment strength index is calculated as the absolute value of the average sentiment strength index among all event tweets. To emphasize the financial sentiment of the tweets, we have trained the SentiStrength sentiment index calculation by manually optimizing the term strengths using high-financial-impact words.

- the weighted sentiment strength index \( SSI_W(t) \), which is the average sentiment strength index among all tweets of the event, weighted by the number of followers of each tweet author (as in \( D_{WAVG} \)).

Thus, if \( N \) the number of word categories, an event will be characterized by a feature vector of \( 2 \cdot N + 10 \) features: \( E_i(t) = \{|W_1(t)|, R_1(t), |W_2(t)|, R_2(t), \ldots, |W_N(t)|, R_N(t), V(t), R(t), S(t), F_{AVG}(t), F_{MAX}(t), D_{AVG}(t), D_{WAVG}(t), L(t), SSI(t), SSI_W(t)\}. \)
... \{ |W_N(t)|, R_N(t), R(t), S(t), V(t), F_{AVG}(t), F_{MAX}(t), D_{AVG}, D_{WAVG}, L(t), SSI(t), SSI_W(t) \}. All features are normalized to zero mean and unit variance. As it is described in the following section, feature selection will be applied in order to distinguish the features which are actually important for the detection of events which influence the examined stock market.

### 3.3 Event Filtering

The last step of our event detection process is filtering out events that do not have any impact on the examined stock market. In order to classify the events to positive (i.e. events that have an impact on stock market) and negative (i.e. events that do not influence stock market), we train a classifier by utilizing stock market data to create a labeled training set. Thus, the classifier is trained to recognize events that influence a specific stock market. In detail, we first define a set of time-slots \( T_{\text{true}} \) during which an unusual movement on stock market volatility is noticed and a set of time-slots \( T_{\text{false}} \) during which the volatility is considered normal. Let us denote with \( V(s) \) the volatility of stock market at time \( s \) and \( V'(s) \) the volatility slope. Then, we set \( s \in T_{\text{true}} \) if \( V'(s) > T_{\text{true}} \) and \( s \in T_{\text{false}} \) if \( V'(s) < T_{\text{false}} \), where \( T_{\text{true}} > 0 \) and \( T_{\text{false}} > 0 \) are thresholds on the stock market volatility slope. We set \( T_{\text{true}} > T_{\text{false}} \) in order to allow for a neutral zone and separate high volatility time-slots belonging to \( T_{\text{true}} \) from the normal volatility ones belonging to \( T_{\text{false}} \).

We also define with \( T_{\text{neutral}} \) the set of time-slots that belong to the neutral zone.

![Events Labeling Example](image.png)

Figure 2: Events Labeling Example.

Afterwords, we need to examine which event feature vectors co-occur with unusual movements on stock market volatility. Since a stock market is open only at specific hours, some events on Twitter may occur when the stock market is closed. However, the effect of these events (if any) will be visible only when the stock market opens. In order to match the time at which an event occurred or was updated with the time that its impact was visible at the stock market, we transform the update time \( t \) of each feature vector to the first time \( t' \geq t \) that the stock market is open. If multiple update times of the same event match with the same stock market time \( t' \), we keep only the most recent feature vector and discard all the previous ones; the rational behind this decision is that the most recent feature vector represents the event on its full strength. If multiple events (i.e. events with different start times) match with the same stock market time, we keep all events. Finally, an event that
started at time $t_s$, matched to the stock market time $t'$, will be assigned a label $C_{t_s}(t')$ as follows:

$$C_{t_s}(t') = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \min_{s \in \mathcal{T}_{true}} |s - t'| < T_{time} \\
-1 & \text{if } \min_{s \in \mathcal{T}_{neutral}} |s - t'| < T_{time} \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $T_{time}$ a threshold that denotes the maximum time distance that a twitter event may have from a stock market event, value 1 is used to label positive events and value 0 negative. Event feature vectors with label $-1$ will be discarded from the training set. In Figure 2 we present an events labeling example. The upper graph depicts the volatility slope and the lower the sum of the bursty words rates. In this example, we set $T_{time} = 1$ hour. Event $E_{t_1}$ is detected when stock market is closed and it is updated at times $t_2$, $t_3$ and $t_4$. We discard the first three event vectors and we set the label of the most recent event update (i.e. $E_{t_1}(t_4)$) equal to 1. Event $E_{t_5}$ will also be discarded since, according to our graph, there is a time sample $s \in \mathcal{T}_{neutral}$ with less than one hour difference from the event detection time $t_5$. Finally, the event vectors $E_{t_6}(t_6)$ and $E_{t_6}(t_7)$ do not co-occur with any stock market jitter so they will be labeled as negative.

![Figure 3: Event Classification Process.](image)

We create a labeled training set by using a subset of the available data. We reduce the feature set by applying a feature selection process on the training set, thus keeping only features useful for distinguishing positive events from negative events. Finally, we use these reduced-dimensionality feature vectors to train a classifier.

The event filtering is performed dynamically. This process is presented at Figure 3. Each time a new feature vector is created (by the process described in Figure 1), we firstly reduce the vector dimension by discarding insignificant features, we then match to the time $t'$ of the next stock market sample and, finally, we use the previously trained classifier to assign a label $L_{t_s}(t')$ to the event.

We are able to determine the actual label $C_{t_s}(t')$ (Equation 4) of the event only at time $t' + T_{time}$. After the true label $C_{t_s}(t')$ becomes available, we dynamically update the classifier based on the estimated and true class labels $L_{t_s}(t')$ and $C_{t_s}(t')$, respectively.
4 Application to Stock Markets

We apply the proposed framework to verify whether there is a link between detected events in social media (in our case Twitter) and events (large fluctuations) on the Greek and Spanish stock markets. In particular, we estimated the historical volatility of the ATHEX and IBEX stock market index by using 5-minutes intraday data for the period 01/03/2015 to 01/11/2015\(^2\). We also downloaded Twitter data by tracking terms related to the European financial crisis. In order to select appropriate terms, we applied the RAKE keyword extraction method [17] on the European debt crisis Wikipedia webpage\(^3\). We set the maximum number of words per keyword equal to 2 and the minimum number of occurrences in the document equal to 4. 210 keywords were extracted in total. We selected only the keywords with score larger than 1.2 which resulted in 158 keywords in total. The selected keywords include both general terms related to finance such as bank, crisis or debt and other more specific terms related to Europe such as EFSF, Eurozone, European Central bank and so on. The Greek and Spanish Twitter datasets will include only tweets which contain the terms Greece or Greek and Spain or Spanish respectively. We use the data of the first 4 months to find the optimal parameters for our classifier and the remaining data for the evaluation of FED performance.

4.1 Thresholds Selection

One of our key design goals is to minimize the use of thresholds, and in any case to understand and quantify the impact of the choice of different values on the performance of the proposed approach. Thus, in this section we discuss several criteria for the selection of threshold values. **Thresholds related to Words Arrival Rate,** \(T_R, T_S\). The values of these thresholds regulate how often an event is created or updated based on the process described in Figure 1. Large threshold values would result in missing events or in delayed event detection. On the other hand, smaller values would result in more false positive events. However, as described in Section 3.3, a classifier will be used to filter out false positives. Thus, we assign relatively small values to thresholds \(T_R\) and \(T_S\). In detail, we set

\[
T_R = \max_w \langle \lambda_w(t) \rangle_t \quad \text{and} \quad T_S = \max_w \langle \lambda'_w(t) \rangle_t,
\]

where \(\langle \lambda_w(t) \rangle_t\) and \(\langle \lambda_w(t)' \rangle_t\) denote the average values of the functions \(\lambda_w(t), \lambda'_w(t)\), corresponding to the word \(w\). The calculation of the maximum value is over all words in the training data. We observe that for words with an unusual increase in their rate, this mostly happens over short time intervals - most other words have just a constant and very low arrival rate. Hence the resulting thresholds \(T_R, T_S\) are very small.

**Thresholds on Volatility Slope,** \(T_{true}, T_{false}\). The thresholds have to be chosen according to the specific application requirements, i.e., the “intensity” of the event under consideration. We examine the performance of FED for three different threshold values. In detail, we set \(T_{true} = \{2 \cdot \langle V'(s) \rangle_s, 2.5 \cdot \langle V'(s) \rangle_s, 3 \cdot \langle V'(s) \rangle_s\}\) and \(T_{false} = 0.8 T_{true}\).

**Threshold \(T_{time}\).** This threshold denotes the maximum time difference between a Twitter event detection (or update) and a stock market jitter. As mentioned in
Table 1: Selected non-word features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Ranking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>maximum rate value $R(t)$</td>
<td>1 GR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maximum slope value $S(t)$</td>
<td>1 ES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maximum number of followers $F_{MAX}(t)$</td>
<td>2 GR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weighted average distance from stock market location $D_{AVG}$</td>
<td>4 GR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weighted sentiment strength index $SSI_W(t)$</td>
<td>5 GR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>location dispersion $L(t)$</td>
<td>5 ES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Section 3.3, if the stock market is closed at the time of the event detection, the event detection is formally shifted to the closest opening time of the stock market. Given that the reaction of stock markets on news is usually instantaneous we set $T_{time}$ equal to 1 hour.

4.2 Feature Selection

We use the training data to cluster words into categories, as described in subsection 3.2.1. We apply hierarchical clustering with cut-off distance equal to 0.7, leading to 58 and 79 word categories for the Greek and Spanish datasets respectively. However, only 34 and 41 of these categories contained at least one bursty word respectively for the two datasets. Thus, since we create two features per word category (i.e. number of bursty words in the category and maximum arrival rate among all words in the category), the total number of word-related features for the Greek dataset is 68 and for the Spanish 82. As described in 3.2.1, we also use 10 additional features. To select only features deemed important for distinguishing between positive and negative events we apply two feature selection methods implemented at Weka [18], namely a correlation-based feature selection algorithm [19] and an information gain based feature selection method [20]. Overall, 5 non-word features were selected for the Greek dataset and 6 for the Spanish with both algorithms. The selected attributes along with their ranking based on the correlation-based feature selection are presented at Table 1 (the results with the information gain based algorithm are very similar and thus they are omitted). Finally, word features related to 7 and 6 word categories were selected, respectively for the two datasets. In Table 2 we present the stemmed words of the selected categories along with the selected features per category.

4.3 Evaluation

We apply the methodology discussed in Section 3.3 to train a support vector machine classifier in an online manner to classify the future Twitter events into positive and negative. The classifier is first trained on an initial data segment (training set), using 10-fold cross-validation to select the kernel type (linear, Gaussian and polynomial), regularization parameter and loss parameters (to deal with unbalanced class problem - more negative events than positive ones). Polynomial kernels were selected for both datasets (order 3 for the Greek dataset and 2 for the Spanish). After that, the classifier is dynamically updated on the remaining data (keeping the hyperparameters and kernel type fixed) as described in Section 3.3. All the reported results are based on predictions on unseen Twitter events from this remaining data.
### Table 2: Selected Word-related Features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stemmed Words</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Greece</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 energy, sovereign, pipelin, sanct</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 send, reform, troik</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 money, fear, imf, stock, deb, default, pay, repay</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 progress, díjsselbloem, finmin, varoufak, min, eurogroup</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 press, europ, program, fin, govt, bank, deal, stat, nee, bailout, cris, ecb, let, syriz, country, credit, support, eurozon, meet, greek, agr, talk</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 bahrain, eu, leav</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 bil, rep, loan, germ, germany</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Spain</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 crit, infl, tax, issu</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 govern, ban, black, prep, tsipra, money, england, impact, throughout</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 mean, chin, ev, europ</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 neg, greek, inform, comp, demand, spend</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 reform</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 form, elect, perc, ecb, contribut, podemo, rajoy</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall 375 Twitter events were detected on the Greek dataset and 349 on the Spanish.

![Figure 4: Event Detection Results.](image)

We estimate the precision, recall and F1 score of our event detection method by comparing the real label $C_t(t')$ with the predicted label $L_t(t')$ for each Twitter event. We create two binary streams $C$ and $L$ with all the real and predicted labels of Twitter events, respectively. Since there may be stock market events without any matching Twitter event, we update the $C$ and $L$ as follows:

$\forall t' \in T_{true} \text{ and } t' \not\in U$, where $U$ is the set of Twitter event times, create a new label $C_t(t') = 1$ and $L_t(t') = 0$.

In Table 3 we present the classifier performance for the three different $T_{true}$ thresholds. For both the examined datasets, FED performs better for larger values on $T_{true}$ i.e. when it is trained to detect ‘stronger’ stock market fluctuations. We also observe slightly improved performance on the Greek dataset. This could be justified considering that during the examined period, Greece was on financial instability which resulted on several stock market jitters.
In Figure 4 we present historical volatility of the ATHEX and IBEX stock market indexes, for the months after the training period. We also show the correctly and falsely detected events, as well as the missed events for $T_{true} = 3 \cdot \langle V'(s) \rangle_s$. According to our results, the proposed mechanism successfully detects most of the stock market jitters purely based on Twitter data. Interestingly, although not specifically trained to do so, all detected stock market events were predicted as positive on Twitter before they appeared on the stock market. Finally there are some Twitter events falsely classified as positive. These misclassifications usually occur in bursts. This can be explained by the fact that our approach allows for multiple updated versions of the same event; if one feature vector is misclassified, its subsequent updated versions will be probably misclassified too. One hour after the first misclassified vector occurs, the classifier is updated with the new sample, and consequently avoids repeating the same mistake on any similar subsequent feature vectors.

4.3.1 Comparison With Baseline Event Detectors

We compare the performance of our approach with a) a state-of-the-art general-purpose event detector and b) a sentiment-based event detector. For events detected when the stock market is closed, we apply the process used in FED, i.e. such events will be shifted to the opening time of the stock market. If this time is more than 24 hours ahead of the event time (during the weekend), the event will be discarded. If more than one Twitter events are matched to the same stock market time, we keep only the ’stronger’ event. The strength of an event is defined based on the event detection method described in the following paragraphs.

**General-purpose Event Detector.** Although several methods for bursts detection on social media data have been proposed, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that attempts to identify events that influence a specific stock market. The most similar approach to FED is EDCoW. Both FED and EDCoW monitor changes on the arrival rates of individual words in order to trigger the detection of an event and they group bursty words based on the correlations among their arrival patterns. However, in contrast to FED, which uses word groups to construct Twitter event features, EDCoW creates a separate event for each word group. Finally, for each event, EDCoW estimates a value $\epsilon$ representing the ’strength’ of the event based on the number of its words as well as the correlations among them and filters-out non-significant events (i.e. events with low $\epsilon$ value). We perform event detection in 2-hour windows. Similarly to our approach, we assign a label $C(t_w)$ to each event $E(t_w)$ detected during a window started at time $t_w$ as follows:

$$C(t_w) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \exists s \in T_{true}, t_w \leq s \leq t_w + 2h \\
-1 & \text{if } \exists s \in T_{neutral}, t_w \leq s \leq t_w + 2h \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

Table 3: Classification Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T_{true}$</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GR ES GR ES</td>
<td>GR ES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 \cdot \langle V'(s) \rangle_s</td>
<td>0.61 0.52</td>
<td>0.73 0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5 \cdot \langle V'(s) \rangle_s</td>
<td>0.64 0.62</td>
<td>0.84 0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 \cdot \langle V'(s) \rangle_s</td>
<td>0.69 0.65</td>
<td>0.81 0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The total number of true positive and false positive events is given by the number of 1- and 0-labels, respectively, in $C$. We also estimate the number of false negative by counting the the number of stock market jitters for which there was no event detected. In Table 4 we present the performance of EDCoW for the three $T_{true}$ thresholds and three different values on the $\gamma$ parameter of EDCoW that is used to define when the correlation between two words (or the autocorrelation of one word) is significant. These results correspond to the optimal threshold on $\epsilon$ value, which is used to filter-out non-significant events (i.e. the threshold for which we achieved the highest F1 score). Note, that such an evaluation favors EDCoW method over FED, as the performance estimates will be positively biased. In spite of that, the EDCoW performs poorly for all the examined $\gamma$ values. This indicates that it is not feasible to detect Twitter events that influence the stock market solely by searching for bursts in the Twitter stream.

**Sentiment-based Event Detector.** Given that most studies on the influence of social media on the stock market only examine the impact of text sentiment, we compare FED with a sentiment-based event detector. A direct comparison with existing methods is not feasible, since, to the best of our knowledge, their purpose is either to prove a dependency between social media and stock market or to predict future values rather than the detection of jitters. Thus, we adjust FED in order to use only information about tweets sentiment. In detail, we estimate the weighted sentiment strength index $SSI_W(t)$, described in Section 3.2.1, using 2-hour sliding windows with 5 minutes step size. We then apply an event detection method similar to the proposed FED approach: we create an event at time $t$ if $\langle SSI_W(t) \rangle_t \leq SSI_W(t)$ and we update the event when there is a 10% increase in its sentiment value. We label events as *positive* or *negative* by applying Equation 4 and we train an Support Vector Machine classifier in order to predict the events classes. In Table 5 we present the precision, recall an F1 score of the sentiment-based event detector for the three different $T_{true}$ thresholds. Our results indicate that events classification based solely on sentiment performs poorly, since it is not possible to distinguish between events of negative sentiment which influence stock market (e.g. fears of political instability or bankruptcy) and those that do not (e.g. negative opinions/gossips about politicians).

Finally, in Figure 5 we present the receiver-operating-curves (roc) for FED, EDCoW and the sentiment-based event detector (with $\gamma = 40$) for the three $T_{true}$ thresholds.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T_{\text{true}}$</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GR</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2 \cdot &lt;V(s)&gt;_s$</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.79 0.74 0.37 0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2.5 \cdot &lt;V(s)&gt;_s$</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.76 0.77 0.34 0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3 \cdot &lt;V(s)&gt;_s$</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.79 0.76 0.36 0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Sentiment-based Event Detection.

thresholds. The roc curves for the EDCoW method were created by varying the threshold on $\epsilon$ value used in filtering-out non-significant events.

Figure 5: ROC Curves.

4.4 Mutual Information Analysis

In this section we use mutual information to examine the dependence between the Twitter events and the stock market jitters. We represent events in stock market using the binary stream $C$ of real event classes and Twitter events with the binary stream $L$ of predicted Twitter event classes. The binary streams are not i.i.d.. The probability of a stock market jitter will normally be higher when strong fluctuations have been previously observed and lower in more 'stable' periods. Thus, we model the binary streams $C$, $L$ as markov chains by applying the Causal State Splitting Reconstruction (CSSR) algorithm [21]. CSSR creates a Markov model which best represents the underlying probabilistic model of the streams. The resulted model is a two-state Markov chain (i.e. the probability of having an event labeled as positive/negative at time $t$ depends only on the event label at time $t-1$). We denote with $\pi_i^C$, $\pi_i^L$ the probabilities of state $i$ for $C$ and $L$ respectively and with $p_{ij}^C$, $p_{ij}^L$ the transition probabilities from state $j$ to state $i$. Then, the entropy rates of $C$, $L$ are estimated as follows [22]:

$$H(C) = - \sum_{i=0}^{1} \pi_i^C \cdot \sum_{j=0}^{1} p_{ij}^C \log p_{ij}^C$$

$$H(L) = - \sum_{i=0}^{1} \pi_i^L \cdot \sum_{j=0}^{1} p_{ij}^L \log p_{ij}^L$$
We measure the reduction of uncertainty about $C$ during a time unit $t$ if we utilize knowledge about $L$ during $t$ by measuring the mutual information rate $MIR(C, L)$ [23] given by the following equation:

$$MIR(C, L) = H(C) + H(L) - H(C, L)$$

(6)

where $H(C, L)$ denote the joint Shannon entropy of $C$, $L$ estimated as:

$$H(C, L) = -\sum_{i=0}^{\pi^{C,L}} \sum_{j=0}^{\pi^{C,L}} \pi_{i,j}^{C,L} \sum_{k=0}^{1} \sum_{l=0}^{1} p_{k,l|i,j}^{C,L} \log p_{k,l|i,j}^{C,L}$$

(7)

where $\pi_{i,j}^{C,L}$ the joint state probability of $C$ and $L$ for states $i$, $j$ respectively and $p_{k,l|i,j}^{C,L}$ the joint transition probability of $C$ and $L$ from states $i$ to $k$ and $j$ to $l$ respectively.

In Figure 6 we present the mutual information rate between $C$ and $L$, when $L$ is estimated by applying a) the proposed FED method, b) the EDCoW method and c) the sentiment-based event detector, for the three different $T_{true}$ threshold values. The estimation of $MIR$ is based only on unseen Twitter events (i.e. we do not use the training set). Our results indicate significant dependence between stock market jitters and events detected by the FED approach and much weaker dependence when sentiment-based or EDCoW event detection is applied.

![Figure 6: Mutual Information Rate between real events and predicted events](image)

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we present FED (Financial Event Detector), a novel event detection method which focuses on early detection of events in Twitter that influence a specific stock market. We model Twitter data as multi-dimensional feature vectors by utilizing a rich variety of information. We apply feature selection in order to find which of these features are important for distinguishing between events that influence stock market and insignificant events. We demonstrate the benefit of using multiple features for modeling Twitter information, instead of extracting only a sentiment index like previous works, by comparing FED with a sentiment-based
event detector. We train a classifier, solely by utilizing stock market data, to recognize which of the detected events will cause strong fluctuations on the examined stock market. We apply our method to two real-world datasets and we demonstrate that FED achieves up to 74.32% F1 score. We also show that general-purpose event detectors fail to recognize events that influence stock market.
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